2015 ford explorer custom

Expert commentary on limited legroom is wrong. Second row seats are adjustable. With almost
40 inches of legroom in second row and 33 inches in third row you have the upper end of leg
room for this size vehicle. Plenty of space for storage with 3rd seat down and useful space with
it up. Bucket seat configuration for second seat allows access to 3rd row without having to fold
seats. Push button option for folding 2nd and 3rd row seats makes configuration simple.
Ingress to and egress of vehicle is very easy. Limited model has practical options to include
heated and cooled front seats and heated second row seats. Push button folding rear view
mirrors helps in tight parking spaces. Back up camera great size. Ride is smooth, comfortable,
and quiet. Gas mileage is low to mid's in combination of city and highway driving. Brakes are
solid. Functionality of design, ease of driving, and excellent ride are hard combination to beat.
While competitors may have one or two features that stand out more than the Explorer, few are
able to optimize the real world usefulness that this car has. Car continues to impress with age.
Routine maintenance and two recalls in 70, miles. Our concern in buying car was the
technology of vehicle which some reviewers said was difficult to use, non-intuitive, etc. As two
70 plus year old non-techs, we have been pleased with the ease with which we have learned to
use what we want and need. While we may not use all the tech features, the ones we use daily
have been helpful in driving the vehicle and easy to use, particularly the large screen back up
camera and phone connectivity. The ride is very comfortable for a 6 foot tall pound driver. Lots
of room and support in the seat. The touch controls took a little getting used to the sensitivity
but once that was accomplished they are intuitive and easy to operate. Without studying the
owners manual in detail I was able to operate everything except the windshield washer button
which I found after reading the manual. The car rides and handles very well at highway speeds
and on twisting roads. The gas mileage averaged The ride was quiet and conversations were
easily conducted at all times. I test drove a bunch of SUVs in this class during my search and I
must say the overall design and appeal of Explorer captured my attention and made it stand out.
I test drove a fully equipped sport edition first and while I absolutely loved the performance of
EcoBoost, it lacked some safety features such as lane assist or blind spot monitoring and only
came in AWD, which here in Phoenix area isn't needed much. Purchase process was smooth
and I drove off the lot at Bell Ford in Phoenix same day. First few days were fine and I bragged
to everyone I know how much I love the vehicle. Engine performance was nothing to write home
about, but brakes were great, instrumentation and sound system were great, the vehicle was
very roomy even with 7 in the car. Overall ride quality is very nice. Ride softness could be
improved as during otherwise very quiet operation one could feel every crack in the pavement.
But that stiffness gave it very stable ride, which is a great plus on highways and in tight turns.
My whole family loved the car! Now the bad - At around miles things went south and have been
deteriorating since. So I may feel the car a bit more than an average driver but I don't consider
myself picky when it comes to overall performance of any vehicle. I don't normally look for
perfection but what I started experiencing is something completely off. The transmission began
slipping from second to third gear, pretty badly at that too. It felt like the definition of slippage.
Torque was almost completely lost while shifting from second to third gear, RPM would shoot
up another or so, and then the gear would re-engage a second later. I'm not heavy footed either,
by any stretch of imagination. And the tranny would do this at any level, higher or lower RPM,
gunning or taking it easy. I brought the car to Bell Ford for inspection at miles and after a day in
the shop was told that no issues were found. I drove off and given that it's all under warranty
continued driving as-is. Things, got worse with milage and soon more symptoms of trouble
were apparent. Transmission would jolt and jerk shifting during very easy driving shifting from
second to third, and even later in the stack from 4th to 5th. Slippage still occurs to this day
although a lot more prominent while cold and less when hot. Jerking and kicking happens at
any temperature. I took the car to another dealer at 10K - Peoria Ford, after leaving the car there
for two days while paying for my own rental, I was told the specialist could not re-create any of
the issues I mentioned :. This was the last draw as even my 10 year old could sense the
abnormal, unpredictable behavior with the tranny while riding around with me. My wife refuses
to drive the car now altogether. I'm afraid to drive it long distances. I just drove to Denver and
back and after couple of hours on the freeway if I got off to get food or gas, the transmission
shifting issues were more pronounced than ever. The slipping, hesitation, jolting got worse. I'm
not sure where to go from here but I would hesitate to ever buy another ford given the dealer
support and expertise I received so far. This is actually my second run-in with Ford
transmission issues as I had problems with a Taurus I owned before with very similar issues but
at around 55K miles. But all that is for another review. I'm really starting to dislike the Sync
system as it's getting slower and less responsive with age. I know on models they improved
instrumentation with more real buttons for stereo, climate, seats A very recent new
development haven't had a chance to have our dealer look into this - every once in a while I'll

start the car, and as soon as gear is shifted to R the moonroof opens, literrally slides back by
itself with no input whatsoever. I just close it and move on with my life for now, but it's certainly
one of the weirdest things I've experienced with this car. Now the good - milage per gallon is
still great, around 21MPG mixed driving, which is awesome for this size vehicle. It is still very
comfy for long drives. I purchased new, a Ford Explorer Limited. Ford's just keep getting better.
I'm a 6'4 male driver, and have no complaints with this SUV. Entry and exit is roomy and once
inside, seat belted in, I'm very comfortable in the leather, air and heated individual seats with
great visibility in front, side, and rear windows. Driving position is comfortable and all the
limited features are very nice. Climate control, adjustable seat, steering wheel, foot pedals,
window controls and center console covered storage bin are well placed and well thought of.
The driver position of all controls can be set to three other drivers without having to readjust
driver positions from one person to another person. When the engine is shut-off, the drivers
seat automatically retracts for easier exiting. The voice activated controls is well received for
driver control. The radius monitoring keeps a watch full "eye" of objects surrounding the
vehicle. The adaptive cruise control keeps Explorer at a safe set distance between the other
vehicle in front. Also, the cross traffic collision avoidance system is a great aid. Entertainment
system with either stereo or surround sound is so appreciative of those that enjoy listening to
music as music was intended to be heard. Surround sound is the way to go using the benefits
of the 12 speakers placed strategy through-out the vehicle. The driver alertness monitoring
signal sets off a tone to advise the driver to pull off and take a break when it detects less driver
alertness. The new Ford Explorer is a well defined vehicle for driver and passenger enjoyment.
The engineers at Ford have put the driver and safety to the top of the "list" of ownership and
drivability of the family member of Ford. I forgot to mention how quiet the interior is on all types
of road pavements. And the automatic windshield wipers adjusting to the amount of wetness
and vehicle speed is also a great plus along with the automatic headlight dimming from high
beam to low, then back to high beam. Thank-you Ford!! As much as I loved the function of the
minivan, I was ready for something "cooler". It was really hard finding a midsize SUV that could
compete with the space of the minivan and believe me I looked! I was just about sold on the
Toyota Highlander, but then I decided to look at the Explorer. I'm so glad I did because there is a
lot more room in the back and the seats are much more comfortable. With 3 children, I had to
have something with 3 rows up all the time. It is extremely fun to drive and the boys on my
son's baseball team fight over who gets to ride with us. I'm finally a "cool" mom! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Explorer. View Photos. List Price
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Explorer. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Great
service, very honest and helpful. Responded immediately. Would highly recommend. We ended
up buying 2 vehicles! They responded in a timely manner to my request for information. This
was a very good experience, I want to thank you for your reply. I wish I could only have you in
my state with the vehicle. Your professionalism you should me despite my circumstances you
never wavered in attempt to help me, I want to say from the bottom of my heart thank you for
letting me know there is still good people in the world. Then started their game while I was
taking on the phone. Price here on app is fake. If u paying cash its 2k more they said on top
other fees. Got one call. Talked very little. Although the guy was very nice, he never called back
to confirm anything or give an update. I tried to bring up an issue that I felt needed to be
brought up about the wear and tear on the car and never heard back. The truck that they said
that was n good condition engine had a bad knock n it an needless to say I visited HELL. Not
friendly at all!!! I wanted to get the negotiations over with through email before I made a 2 hour
drive to the dealership. They told me to bring a check for that dollar amount and "then we will
talk"!!! Who even talks to a potential buyer like this?!?! Bait and switch dealer. Advertise
laramie, but pictures are Big Horn. Very shady. Do not buy from. Love the car, Love the
dealership! Dealer was very knowledgeable and helpful in reviewing the current inventory and
options for purchase or lease. Hope to pursue these options soon. Great service!!! I had to
correspond with a sales rep directly. Overall opinion, good teleservice. Worst dealer I dealt with
during my vehicle search! Glad I purchased elsewhere! The salesman said the small suv was 7,
but cargurus,com was a different price 3, Tony got back to me very fast,the explorer i was
interested in needed work but i was told this from the beginning i would recommend this
dealership and of course Tony. Sales lady didn't bother to tell me that the vehicle had engine
trouble before my daughter went to look at it. If I could give more stars I would. Matt the
salesman was super nice and made sure everything went smoothly. Highly recommend. This is
the best service I have ever had. They are super friendly and down to earth. I will definitely buy
more cars from them. Text them on Saturday morning that we was on our way to test drive the

vehicle we had been talking about. Probably wont be contacting them again. Matt Ambrose was
awesome. Everyone was so nice. I drove 2 hours to purchase this car and it was truly worth the
customer service. Frank the Business Manager truly blessed my mom in good spirits. Thank
you all!!! It took me no time at all to realize this was the car for me. Matt did everything he could
to make the process as quick and easy as possible. Thus the Explorerâ€”with its returning
7-passenger capacity in 3 rows of seating, its fuel-efficient engine choices, its further upgraded
appearance, comfort and convenience features, its beefed-up suspension and its affordable
priceâ€”remains a solid choice among those seeking a midsize car-based crossover ute. Look
for a new headlight design and a curvier grille decorating the Explorer lineup, as well as a new
look to the taillights. Additionally, upgraded fabrics and cabin accent materials are also
scheduled to be added to the Explorer XLT, Limited and Sport trims this year. Alas, second- and
third-row seating remains noticeably cramped, at least according to a number of current
reviews. Engine choices, meantime, are slated to remain as they have been for the past few
years, with the standard 3. Towing, meantime, remains maxed out at 5, pounds with the optional
tow hitch installed. Those needing a speedier commute can choose the hp 3. Depending on trim
selection, Explorer variants are expected to offer standard inch steel wheels, inch painted alloy
wheels or, in the Limited and Sport trims, inch painted alloy wheels. A roof rack remains
standard across the lineup, as does a rear spoiler, with cloth or, in higher trims, premium cloth
or leather upholstery complementing trim-dependent heated power-adjustable front seats. All
Explorer iterations also boast reclining second-row seats, cruise control, telescoping tilt-wheel
steering and full power accessories, while higher trims add stuff like standard dual-zone and
tri-zone climate control, basic Sync and Sync with MyFord Touch that comes accompanied by
voice directions and touchscreen displays. Bluetooth hands-free technology is back, as well.
Also look for both the Limited and Sport trims to once again throw standard power-adjustable
pedals and memory for driver's settings into the mix. Standard entertainment ranges from a
single-CD player and 6 speakers in the Explorer Base to a watt Bose Premium system boasting
12 speakers, a video monitor, Surround Sound and a memory-card slot in the Limited and Sport.
Further available upgrades for higher trims include BLIS Blind Spot Information System with
cross-traffic alert, rear-seat DVD entertainment, adaptive cruise control with front-collision
warning, lane-departure warnings and high-intensity-discharge HID headlights. Finally, standard
safety equipment across the Explorer lineup is expected to include the usual 4-wheel antilock
braking ABS , traction and stability control, front side-mounted airbags, and front and rear head
airbags. A front passenger knee airbag is also delivered standard, as is a post-collision safety
system with SOS
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Post Crash Alert. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
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one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
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